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Abstract—In a content delivery network (CDN), the energy cost is dominated by its geographically distributed data centers (DCs). Generally within a DC, the energy consumption is dominated by its server infrastructure and cooling system, with each contributing approximately half. However, existing research work has been addressing energy efficiency on these two sides separately. In this paper, we jointly optimize the energy consumption of both server infrastructures and cooling systems in a holistic manner. Such an objective is achieved through both strategies of: 1) putting idle servers to sleep within individual DCs; and 2) shutting down idle DCs entirely during off-peak hours. Based on these strategies, we develop a heuristic algorithm, which concentrates user request resolution to fewer DCs, so that some DCs may become completely idle and hence have the opportunity to be shut down to reduce their cooling energy consumption. Meanwhile, QoS constraints are respected in the algorithm to assure service availability and end-to-end delay. Through simulations under realistic scenarios, our algorithm is able to achieve an energy-saving gain of up to 62.1% over an existing CDN energy-saving scheme. This result is bound to be near-optimal by our theoretically-derived lower bound on energy-saving performance.

Index Terms—Content delivery network, data center, energy management.

I. INTRODUCTION

GENERALLY, a content delivery network (CDN) operator strategically establishes a number of data centers (DC) at multiple distributed sites towards the edge of the Internet. Web contents are replicated and cached at these DCs, so that end-users can experience reduced end-to-end delay and enhanced service availability when requesting contents. Such an infrastructure typically involves dozens of large DCs (each with thousands of servers) or hundreds to thousands of smaller DCs (each with hundreds of servers), which are geographically distributed across large geographical areas. It is adopted by major CDN operators such as Akamai and Limelight [1]. The contribution of DCs worldwide to the global energy consumption has increased from 1% in 2005 to around 1.5% to 2010, which is expected to grow by 15% every year in the foreseeable future [2]. Therefore, it is crucial to develop effective energy-saving schemes for CDNs.

To reduce CDN energy consumption, the common practice in the literature is to dynamically provision fewer active servers within individual DCs during off-peak hours, so that the idle servers are put into the sleep mode [3]–[5]. Furthermore, energy management schemes of cooling systems in individual DCs have been proposed [6], [7]. Through these strategies, most existing schemes focused on managing energy costs of servers or cooling systems separately. Since cooling systems in modern DCs contribute around 44.4% to 47% to the overall energy cost on average [2], [8], to holistically maximize energy saving in CDNs, energy consumption of servers and cooling systems need to be optimized simultaneously by taking into account their dependency.

In this paper, our goal is to jointly minimize both server’s and cooling system’s energy consumption among geographically-distributed DCs. We employ two strategies simultaneously to achieve this goal. Firstly, within each individual DC, server energy consumption is reduced through concentrating loads to fewer servers, so that the remaining idle servers can be put to sleep [3]–[5]. Secondly, among multiple DCs in a CDN, we aim to concentrate request resolution to fewer DCs, so that some DCs without any mapped request can be shut down entirely. Such an idea is based on the fact that an idle cooling system typically consumes around 40% of its peak power consumption in an active DC [9], while it consumes zero power in a shut down DC [10]. Furthermore, DC shutdown operations are not uncommon in the DC industry, which are performed mainly for hardware maintenance etc. Therefore, during off-peak hours, it is likely that controlled DC shutdown can produce substantial energy-saving gains over existing server-sleeping-only schemes.

Despite the very promising potential, there are distinct challenges associated with such joint optimization. When managing server sleeping and DC shutdown in a CDN, the trade-off between end-to-end QoS performance and energy-saving gain must be well balanced. Intuitively, after some DCs are shut down, some requests might have to be resolved to alternative DCs in further remote locations. Specifically, in a cross-domain CDN, this might even lead to inter-domain request redirection which would cause poorer service availability and user-perceived end-to-end delay. This challenge can be tackled through strategic planning on user-to-DC request resolution. When resolving end-users’ requests to DCs, instead of
resolving requests to the fewest DCs and shutting down as many DCs as possible, the CDN operator can assure better QoS through e.g., prohibiting inter-domain request resolution. Although energy saving is traded off in this way, the energy-QoS trade-off is balanced better, which leads to both effective energy saving and assured QoS performance.

Our contributions in this paper are as follows. Firstly, we establish a holistic optimization formulation for the energy minimization problem, whose objective is to jointly optimize servers’ and cooling systems’ energy consumption among DCs in a CDN. To the best of authors’ knowledge, it is the first in the literature to perform such a joint optimization through both server sleeping and DC shutdown simultaneously.

Secondly, we develop a practical algorithm named Min-DC-LD for the formulated problem. Min-DC-LD is a greedy heuristic that resolves requests to as few DCs as possible, which creates opportunities for some DCs to become idle and get shut down (especially during off-peak hours). Meanwhile, it enforces QoS constraints to maintain a well-balanced energy-QoS trade-off. Firstly, it restricts all requests to be resolved within their local domains to avoid unnecessary inter-domain content traffic. Secondly, it allows the CDN operator to specify the maximum distance between a request’s source node and its designated DC, which suits a variety of QoS requirements by web applications with different tolerances of end-to-end delay. Furthermore, we show our algorithm’s practicality in modern CDN infrastructures through explaining its participation in the request resolution process.

Thirdly, we analytically derive a theoretical lower bound to the formulated optimization problem. Such a lower bound can serve as a benchmark for Min-DC-LD and other algorithm’s energy-saving performance. Since a problem’s optimal objective is bound to be between its lower bound and any polynomial-time algorithm’s performance, if the gap between lower bound’s and Min-DC-LD’s result is sufficiently small, our algorithm’s performance is guaranteed to be near-optimal.

We carried out simulations based on real cross-domain network topology and workload trace, and the results are as follows. 1) Min-DC-LD is capable of achieving an energy-saving gain of up to 62.1% over existing CDN energy-saving schemes [4], and such gain is guaranteed to be near-optimal by our derived lower bound. 2) While producing its maximum energy-saving gain, Min-DC-LD’s end-to-end delay meets the requirements of typical real-time web applications. Moreover, better latency and server response time can be achieved through trade-off in energy-saving performance. 3) The gap between our derived lower bound and Min-DC-LD’s results is always less than 24.8% with median values between 6.2% and 11.7%, which makes the lower bound a suitable benchmark for other polynomial-time algorithms for the problem.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider a CDN infrastructure that covers multiple ISP autonomous domains with \( n \) Point-of-Presence (PoP) nodes in total. PoP nodes are where end-users’ requests are aggregated in ISP backbone networks. A set of DCs are deployed at locations close to a subset of PoP nodes, and each DC contains one or more server clusters to resolve user requests. The incoming request volume (averaged per second) at each PoP node \( j \) (\( j = 1 \ldots n \)) is denoted by \( r_j \) in request/s. Each request from PoP \( j \) is resolved to some DC \( i \) (\( i = 1 \ldots m \)) designated by the CDN’s request mapping system, and the overall request volume resolved from any PoP \( j \) to any DC \( i \) is represented by \( x_{ij} \) (in request/s). For each DC \( i \), its service capability is denoted by \( Y_i \), which refers to the maximum number of requests it can handle concurrently when all of its servers are active. Furthermore, its utilization, \( u_i \), is defined as

\[
  u_i \triangleq \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij}}{Y_i} \quad (i = 1, \ldots, m). \tag{1}
\]

Since we consider the option of shutting down entire DCs, a binary variable \( \delta_i \) is introduced to indicate the on/off status of each DC \( i \). DC \( i \) has zero utilization if it is shut down (i.e., \( \delta_i = 0 \)). If DC \( i \) is active (i.e., \( \delta_i = 1 \)), \( u_i \)'s value must be between 0 and 1 to avoid overloading DC \( i \). \( \delta_i \) and \( u_i \)'s relationship is summarized as

\[
  \begin{align*}
    & 0 \leq u_i \leq 1, \quad \text{if } \delta_i = 1 \\
    & u_i = 0, \quad \text{if } \delta_i = 0 \quad (i = 1, \ldots, m). \tag{2}
  \end{align*}
\]

We view each DC \( i \) as a set of servers when considering its request resolution and power consumption. Firstly, request resolution are performed at PoP-to-DC level only, and we assume that requests resolved to a DC are automatically assigned internally to a suitable server through existing DC load balancing mechanism [11]. Furthermore, we assume that each DC automatically puts its idle servers to the sleep mode with respect to its utilization, and \( u_i \) indicates the proportion of servers that are active in DC \( i \) [4].

In practice, a modern CDN infrastructure contains two main types of DCs, i.e., back-end and surrogate DCs. There are typically a few back-end DCs and many geographically distributed surrogate DCs. The main reason for such setup is that content popularity generally follow Zipf distribution with a long Pareto tail [12]. Typically, more than half of content objects are requested by users infrequently, while a small subset of them are frequently requested [13]. Therefore, in practice, only the popular contents are cached at distributed surrogate DCs for reduced latency [14]. In contrast, the unpopular ones are stored at back-end DCs for infrequent access [15].

In this paper, we assume that each surrogate DC stores a full copy of all popular content objects [16], and all unpopular content objects are stored at only the back-end DC [15]. It can be inferred that back-end DCs can never be shut down under this circumstance, since they are the only available DCs to resolve requests for unpopular contents. Therefore, from energy saving’s perspective, we do not include back-end DCs in our optimization problem. For the rest of this paper, we use the term “DC” to refer to surrogate DCs only.

Based on the assumptions above, we calculate power consumption of servers and cooling systems of each DC \( i \) (denoted by \( P^\text{svr} \) and \( P^\text{cool} \) respectively) as follows.

Firstly, \( P^\text{svr} \) is defined by

\[
  P^\text{svr}_i \triangleq P^\text{peak}_i u_i + P^\text{slp}_i (1 - u_i) \tag{3}
\]
where \( P_{i,svr}^{\text{peak}} \) and \( P_{i,svr}^{\text{peak}} \) refer to aggregated power consumption of servers in DC \( i \) when all of them are sleeping or fully-loaded respectively.

Note that unlike other related work in the literature [4], [10], we do not explicitly model power consumption of individual servers in each DC. Instead, we model the entire DC’s power consumption as a whole. This is due to the following reasons. Firstly, content servers in CDN DCs are typically homogeneous with identical capacities and power characteristics [10]. Secondly, based on our energy-saving strategy, the active servers in each DC will have very high utilization since the sleeping servers’ loads have been migrated to them. Hence, they are expected to consume near-peak power consumption. Due to the two reasons above, \( P_{i,svr}^{\text{peak}} u_i \) and \( P_{i,svr}^{\text{peak}} (1 - u_i) \) can represent the power consumption of active and sleeping servers respectively at DC \( i \) with utilization \( u_i \).

Secondly, \( P_{i,cool}^{\text{cool}} \) is defined by

\[
P_{i,cool}^{\text{cool}} \triangleq P_{i,cool}^{\text{peak}} (A \cdot \delta_i + B \cdot u_i + C \cdot u_i^2) + P_{i,cool}^{\text{peak}} (1 - \delta_i)
\]

where \( P_{i,cool}^{\text{peak}} \) and \( P_{i,cool}^{\text{cool}} \) refers to the power consumption of cooling system in DC \( i \) when it is fully loaded or shut down respectively, and coefficients \( A, B, \) and \( C \) are regression parameters calculated through the functions in [9] given the DC outdoor and indoor dry bulb temperature.

In a typical modern DC, its cooling power consumption is dominated by its chiller plant’s compressor [17], whose power consumption is a quadratic function of its utilization [9]. We estimate a DC’s chiller utilization as follows. Firstly, the amount of heat that is removed by the cooling system roughly equals the amount of heat dissipated by servers in a DC (for simplicity, we do not consider the heat exchange caused by different DC layout). Secondly, although most DC operators tend to over-provision cooling system’s capacity, we conservatively assume that a cooling system’s maximum heat removal capacity matches the maximum overall heat dissipation of all servers in that DC. Hence, a DC’s chiller utilization can be estimated to equal its server utilization \( u_i \).

In each DC \( i \), the following relationship between \( P_{i,cool}^{\text{peak}} \) and \( P_{i,svr}^{\text{peak}} \) holds:

\[
\text{PUE} = \frac{P_{i,svr}^{\text{peak}} + P_{i,cool}^{\text{peak}}}{P_{i,svr}^{\text{peak}}}
\]

where Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) is an industry standard metric that indicates a DC’s energy efficiency. A DC industry survey has reported average values of 1.8 (2012) and 1.67 (2013) [8], while another industrial source reported the figures of 2.8 (2012) and 2.9 (2013) in North America [18]. Note that since servers and cooling systems dominate a DC’s power consumption, we do not consider other DC components in this paper [19].

We now present the formulation of the energy optimization problem:

\[
\text{Problem (P): Given } r = (r_j) \in \mathbb{Z}_+^m \text{ and } Y = (Y_i) \in \mathbb{R}_+^m, \text{ find } X = (x_{ij}) \in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}^{m \times n} \text{ and } \delta = (\delta_i) \in \mathbb{Z}^m \text{ such that }
\]

\[
\min_{x_{ij}, \delta_i} \sum_{i=1}^m \left( P_{i,svr}^{\text{peak}} + P_{i,cool}^{\text{peak}} \right)
\]

subject to:

\[
\sum_{i=1}^m x_{ij} = r_j \quad (j = 1, \ldots, n)
\]

\[
u_i \leq \delta_i \quad (i = 1, \ldots, m) \quad (8)
\]

\[
\delta_i \in \{0, 1\} \quad (i = 1, \ldots, m). \quad (9)
\]

Equation (6) is the objective of minimizing overall server and cooling power consumption among all DCs. Constraint (7) guarantees 100% service availability through resolving all requests from each PoP node to one or more DCs. Constraints (8) and (9) enforce the relationship between \( \delta_i \) and \( u_i \) as in (2).

Substituting (1), (3), and (4) into (6), the original objective function (6) is expressed as:

\[
\min_{x_{ij}, \delta_i} \sum_{i=1}^m \left[ a_i \cdot \delta_i + b_i \cdot \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} + c_i \cdot \left( \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} \right)^2 \right]
\]

where

\[
a_i = P_{i,cool}^{\text{peak}} \cdot A - P_{i,svr}^{\text{peak}}
\]

\[
b_i = \frac{1}{Y_i} \left( P_{i,svr}^{\text{peak}} - P_{i,svr}^{\text{peak}} + P_{i,cool}^{\text{peak}} \cdot B \right)
\]

\[
c_i = \frac{1}{Y_i^2} \cdot P_{i,cool}^{\text{peak}} \cdot C.
\]

Similarly, we substitute (1) into constraint (8) to get:

\[
\frac{1}{Y_i} \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} \leq \delta_i \quad (i = 1, \ldots, m)
\]

which replaces constraint (8) in the original formulation.

Problem (P) has been shown to be NP-hard in [20] since it can be reduced from a smooth non-convex nonlinear programming problem. Therefore, we derive a lower bound to the problem’s optimal objective.

III. DERIVING A LOWER BOUND TO (P)

In this section, we employ Lagrangian relaxation to derive a lower bound to (P). Among the constraints in (P), we choose to apply Lagrangian relaxation on constraint (11). The resulting problem after relaxation is:

\[
\text{Problem (LP): Given } r = (r_j) \in \mathbb{Z}_+^m \text{ and } Y = (Y_i) \in \mathbb{R}_+^m, \text{ find } X = (x_{ij}) \in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}^{m \times n}, \delta = (\delta_i) \in \mathbb{Z}^m \text{ and } \lambda = (\lambda_i) \in \mathbb{R}_+^m \text{ such that }
\]

\[
\min_{x_{ij}, \delta_i, \lambda_i} \sum_{i=1}^m \left[ a_i \cdot \delta_i + b_i \cdot \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} + c_i \cdot \left( \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} \right)^2 \right]
\]

\[
+ \sum_{i=1}^m \lambda_i \left( \frac{1}{Y_i} \sum_{j=1}^n x_{ij} - \delta_i \right)
\]

\[
\sum_{i=1}^m x_{ij} = r_j \quad (j = 1, \ldots, n)
\]

\[
u_i \leq \delta_i \quad (i = 1, \ldots, m) \quad (8)
\]

\[
\delta_i \in \{0, 1\} \quad (i = 1, \ldots, m). \quad (9)
\]
subject to:
\[ \sum_{i=1}^{m} x_{ij} = r_j \quad (j = 1, \ldots, n) \quad (13) \]
\[ \delta_i \in \{0, 1\} \quad (i = 1, \ldots, m) \quad (14) \]

where \( \lambda \) is a set of \( m \) Lagrangian multipliers.

For notational convenience, we define \( \phi \) as below:

**Definition 1:** Given any optimization problem (OP), the value of its optimal objective is defined as \( \phi(\text{OP}) \).

It can be inferred from constraint (11) that since \( (\lambda_i) \in \mathbb{R}_+^m \), \( \phi(\text{LP}) \) is lower bound to \( \phi(\text{P}) \).

Following the relaxation, it is further observed that (LP) is the sum of the following two sub-problems:

**Problem (LP1):**
\[ \min_{\delta_i, \lambda_i} \sum_{i=1}^{m} (a_i - \lambda_i) \delta_i \quad (15) \]
subject to:
\[ \delta_i \in \{0, 1\} \quad (i = 1, \ldots, m). \quad (16) \]

**Problem (LP2):**
\[ \min_{x_{ij}, \lambda_i} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( b_i + \lambda_i \frac{x_{ij}}{Y_i} \right) x_{ij} + \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij} \right)^2 \quad (17) \]
subject to:
\[ \sum_{i=1}^{m} x_{ij} = r_j \quad (j = 1, \ldots, n). \quad (18) \]

Firstly, (LP1) is a simple unconstrained 0–1 optimization problem that can be solved through
\[ \delta_i = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } a_i < \lambda_i \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (i = 1, \ldots, m). \quad (19) \]

Secondly, (LP2) is a quadratic knapsack problem which is NP-hard as it can reduced from the clique problem [21]. Hence, instead of solving \( \phi(\text{LP2}) \) directly, we try to find a lower bound to \( \phi(\text{LP2}) \) (denoted by LB(2P)), since \( \phi(\text{LP1}) + \phi(\text{LP2}) \) is also a lower bound to \( \phi(\text{P}) \). To find LB(2P), consider the problem with the objective below:

**Problem (LB-LP2):**
\[ \min_{x_{ij}, \lambda_i} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( b_i + \lambda_i \frac{x_{ij}}{Y_i} \right) x_{ij} + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{n} c_i x_{ij}^2 \quad (20) \]
subject to (18).

We claim that \( \phi(\text{LB-LP2}) \) is a valid lower bound to \( \phi(\text{LP2}) \). Note the difference between (20) and (17), which equals \( \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{n} c_i x_{ij}^2 - \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i (\sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{ij})^2 \), is always negative since \( (x_{ij}) \in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0} \). Hence, \( \phi(\text{LB-LP2}) < \phi(\text{LP2}) \) holds.

### A. Solving \( \phi(\text{LB-LP2}) \) in Polynomial Time

Problem (LB-LP2) is in the form of a special “separable” quadratic convex problem with a fixed number of linear constraints, whose optimal objective can be found in polynomial time [22]. The process of solving \( \phi(\text{LB-LP2}) \) is as follows.

Firstly, (LB-LP2) can be decomposed into the sum of \( n \) optimization problems, and each sub-problem has its objective as the \( n \)th part of the decomposed (21). Each sub-problem, denoted by (LB-LP2) \( (j = 1, \ldots, n) \), is described as below:

**Problem (LB-LP2) \( j \):**
\[ \min_{x_{ij}, \lambda_i} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( b_i + \lambda_i \frac{x_{ij}}{Y_i} \right) x_{ij} + \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i x_{ij}^2 \quad (21) \]
subject to:
\[ \sum_{i=1}^{m} x_{ij} = r_j. \quad (22) \]

For each (LB-LP2) \( j \) and any fixed \( \lambda \), we have:

**Lemma 1:** With fixed vector \( X_j = (x_{ij}) \in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}^m \) that satisfies (22) is an optimal solution to (LB-LP2) \( j \) if and only if \( \exists \mu_i \in \mathbb{R} \) such that
\[ x_{ij} = \begin{cases} \frac{\mu_i - (b_i + \lambda_i/Y_i)}{c_i} & \text{if } b_i + \lambda_i/Y_i < \mu_j \\ 0 & \text{if } b_i + \lambda_i/Y_i \geq \mu_j \end{cases} \quad (i = 1, \ldots, m) \quad (23) \]

**Proof:** Proof of Lemma 1 is given in [22], [23].

It takes \( O(m) \) time to search through the set of \( \{ b_i + \lambda_i/Y_i | i = 1, \ldots, m \} \) to identify the indices of \( i \) such that \( b_i + \lambda_i/Y_i < \mu_j \). Denoting such set of \( i \) as \( I \), we get from (21) and (22) that
\[ \sum_{i \in I} \mu_i - (b_i + \lambda_i/Y_i) = r_j \quad (24) \]

Denote the optimal solution to (LB-LP2) \( j \) as \( X^*_j = (x^*_{ij}) \). Substituting (24) into (23), we get that for each (LB-LP2) \( j \):
\[ x^*_{ij} = \frac{r_j + \sum_{i \in I} (b_i + \lambda_i/Y_i) - (b_i + \lambda_i/Y_i)}{\sum_{i \in I} 1/Y_i} \quad (25) \]

Note that \( (x^*_{ij}) \) can be represented as a function of solely \( \lambda \). Therefore, if we can identify the set \( \lambda \) that produces \( (x^*_{ij}) \), then this set, denoted by \( \lambda^* \), produces \( \phi(\text{LB-LP2}) \) as well through (25). It is known that \( \phi(\lambda^*) \) is concave, and maximizing \( \phi(\lambda^*) \) is equivalent to solving \( \phi(\text{LB-LP2}) \) [24].

Recall that \( \phi(\lambda^*) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \phi_j(\lambda^*) \) where \( \phi_j(\lambda^*) \) (\( \phi_j \) in short) is the optimal objective value of (LB-LP2) \( j \). Hence, the next step is to identify the set \( \lambda^* \) for each \( \phi_j \) function. Consider each \( \phi_j \) to have \( p_j \) hyperplane equations. For each \( \phi_j \), we compute its \( p_j \) functions and all the respective cells through computing intersections of components of \( \phi_j \). Altogether, we have at most \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} p_j = O(n) \) equations and \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} O(p_j^m) = O(n) \) cells of quadratic of all \( \phi_j \) functions.

We firstly introduce procedure Multi-Dim-Search, which is used in identifying the cell containing \( \lambda^* \) in each \( \phi_j \) via
multidimensional search [25]. We assume there exists an oracle which takes as input any hyperplane equation in \( \mathbb{R}^m \), and outputs the position of \( \lambda^* \) with respect to this equation:

\[
\text{Procedure Multi-Dim-Search} (k, \gamma)
\]

\[
\text{Input:} \ k \text{ hyperplane equations in } \mathbb{R}^m \text{ constant } \gamma (0 < \gamma < 1)
\]

\[
\text{Output:} \ \text{position of } \lambda^* \text{ with respect to at least } \gamma k \text{ out of the given } k \text{ equations}
\]

1: begin
2: repeat
3: after calling the oracle once: position of \( \lambda^* \) with respect to at least half of the hyperplanes in \( K \) can be identified
4: remove the hyperplanes whose position to \( \lambda^* \) have been identified
5: until position of \( \lambda^* \) with respect to at least \( \gamma k \) out of given \( k \) hyperplanes have been identified
6: end

The main idea of Multi-Dim-Search is to repeatedly identify the location of \( \lambda^* \) with respect to a certain proportion of the given \( k \) hyperplanes that have not been visited in previous iterations. Within each iteration, the oracle is called once, and the position of \( \lambda^* \) with respect to at least half of the hyperplanes unvisited in previous iterations can be identified. The procedure terminates when a given threshold proportion \( \gamma \) of \( k \) hyperplanes’ locations to \( \lambda^* \) has been identified.

Through Multi-Dim-Search, we develop a multi-stage algorithm to identify the cells containing \( \lambda^* \) within all \( \phi_j \)'s.

Algorithm 1 Identifying cells containing \( \lambda^* \) in all \( \phi_j \)'s

\[
\text{Input: } \phi = (\phi_j): \text{set of } \phi_j \text{ functions } (j = 1, \ldots, r_s) \text{ each } \phi_j \text{ function has } p_j \text{ hyperplane equations}
\]

\[
\text{Output: cells in each } \phi_j \text{ that contain } \lambda^*
\]

1: begin
2: \( r_s \leftarrow n \) // Initialization: all \( \phi_j \)'s are put in \( \phi \)
3: repeat
4: begin stage \( s \)
5: for all \( \phi_j \in \phi \) do
6: \( \gamma_j \leftarrow 1 - 1/(2p_j) \)
7: apply Multi-Dim-Search \((p_j, \gamma_j)\) to \( \phi_j \)
8: end for
9: for at least half of \( \phi_j \)'s in \( \phi \): their cells containing \( \lambda^* \) are identified.
10: remove from \( \phi \): the \( \phi_j \)'s whose cells containing \( \lambda^* \) have been identified
11: \( r_s \leftarrow |\phi| \)
12: \( s \leftarrow s + 1 \)
13: until the cells containing \( \lambda^* \) are identified in all \( \phi_j \)'s
14: end

The key idea of the algorithm is to identify in each iteration the cells containing \( \lambda^* \) in at least half of the candidate \( \phi_j \)'s through intelligent setting of \( \gamma_j \) for each \( \phi_j \). Since the total number of \( p_j \) functions at stage 1 is \( O(n) \), \( O(\log n) \) stages are needed. Therefore, the algorithm can be finished in polynomial time due to Multi-Dim-Search’s polynomial complexity.

After identifying the optimal \( \lambda^* \) for each problem (LB-LP2), its value can be substituted into (25) to calculate the optimal values of \( X_j^* = (x_{ij}^*) \). Correspondingly, the set of \( (x_{ij}^*) \) can be used in (20) to calculate the optimal objective value of (LB-LP2). Now we have a valid lower bound, \( \phi(LP1) + \phi(LB-LP2) \), to the original problem \( P \).

IV. HEURISTIC ALGORITHM FOR (P)

In this section, we present a practical polynomial-time heuristic Min-DC-LD (where LD stands for local domain). It employs two energy-saving strategies: 1) putting idle servers to sleep within each DC; and 2) shutting down idle DCs through load unbalancing among DCs in the same CDN domain.

Min-DC-LD has two stages. The first stage performs localized request resolution and server sleeping within individual DCs, where all requests are resolved to their nearest available DC (subject to their load capabilities). Afterwards, based on the first stage’s output, the second stage tries to redirect the initially mapped requests to alternative local-domain DCs while subjecting to QoS constraints, so that opportunities are created for some DCs to become idle and get shut down.

We firstly introduce procedure Map-to-Best-DC, which is called by both stages of Min-DC-LD.

\[
\text{Procedure Map-to-Best-DC}(j, r_j, \text{max_dist})
\]

\[
\text{Input: } j: \text{PoP node}
\]

\[
r_j: \text{request volume at } j
\]

\[
\text{max_dist}: \text{maximum allowed distance between a request’s source PoP and its designated DC}
\]

\[
\text{Output: } (x_{ij}) \in \mathbb{Z}^{m_j}_+: \text{request volume mapped from PoP } j \text{ to each DC } i
\]

1: begin
2: repeat through each DC \( i \) in PoP \( j \)'s local domain
3: identify DC \( i \) that is unvisited and closest to \( j \)
4: if DC \( i \) is available and the distance between DC \( i \) and PoP \( j < \text{max_dist} \) then
5: map \( r_j \) to \( i \) subject to \( i \)'s capacity, and denote mapped volume as \( x_{ij} \)
6: \( r_j \leftarrow r_j - x_{ij} \)
7: end if
8: mark DC \( i \) as visited
9: until \( r_j == 0 \)
10: end

Basically, procedure Map-to-Best-DC is a greedy heuristic that resolves \( r_j \) requests at given PoP node \( j \) to DCs while subjecting to the following criteria. Firstly, the designated DC
must be within local domain of PoP $j$, and its distance to $j$ must be smaller than $\text{max\_dist}$. Secondly, the designated DC’s request-handling capability must not be violated. These criteria are honored to assure service availability and end-to-end delay during DC shutdown operations, which effectively avoids deteriorated QoS and unnecessary inter-domain content traffic. The procedure terminates when all $r_j$ requests have been resolved by one or more DCs, which ensures 100% service availability. Its runs in $O(m)$ time complexity.

The reason for us to explicitly specify $\text{max\_dist}$ is that within a single CDN domain, the end-to-end delay between two nodes is approximately linear to their physical distance in km [26]. Specifically, an intra-domain distance of 300 and 500 km would lead to an end-to-end delay of around 10–15 and 20 ms respectively [10]. Different web applications have various requirements for latency. For example, most latency-sensitive applications require a latency of up to 30 ms [10], while a request resolution at PoP-to-DC level only, which does not require specific knowledge on each server’s characteristic. Also, Min-DC-LD requires future request volume at PoP nodes as inputs, which needs to be accurately predicted based on historical monitoring results in a CDN. In practice, CDN workload normally follows a regular pattern [4], [28], [29], which is commonly modeled with queuing theory [12], [15]. More simplified approaches (like moving average algorithm) were also employed in related work. In this paper, we do not assume any specific load prediction technique, and consider that request volume is already predicted and provided as input. However, we plan to investigate and enhance Min-DC-LD’s performance under irregular traffic pattern, e.g., unexpected bursts in traffic volume in our future work.

Algorithm 2 Min-DC-LD

Input: set of PoP nodes $j$, $j = 1, \ldots, n$ 
$r = (r_j) \in \mathbb{R}^n$: set of request volume at PoP $j$ 
Output: $X = (x_{ij}) \in \mathbb{Z}^{m \times n}$: request volume mapped from each PoP $j$ to each DC $i$

1: begin 
   // Stage 1 
2: for all PoP node $j$ ($j = 1, \ldots, n$) do 
3:   call Map-to-Best-DC($j, r_j, \text{max\_dist}$) 
4: end for 
   // Stage 2 
5: repeat through each DC $i$ ($i = 1, \ldots, m$) 
6:   identify DC $i$ that is lowest-utilized and unvisited 
7:   if all requests currently mapped to DC $i$ can be redirected to alternative DCs then 
8:     redirect requests and shut down DC $i$ 
9: else keep DC $i$ active 
10: end if 
11: mark DC $i$ as visited 
12: until all DCs have been visited 
13: end

In the first stage, Min-DC-LD iterates through each PoP node $j$ and resolve its request volume $r_j$ to its nearest available DCs by calling procedure Map-To-Best-DC $(j, r_j)$. This stage produces localized request resolution between each PoP and each DC, which runs in $O(mn)$ time ($m$ iterations of calling Map-to-Best-DC that is $O(m)$). Then, in the second stage, the algorithm iterates through each DC $i$ to check if all of its currently-served requests can be redirected to alternative DCs, which is checked through applying Map-to-Best-DC on each PoP’s requests that are currently mapped to DC $i$. If yes, then DC $i$ can be shut down after its load has been completely redirected to alternative DCs. It is worth noting that request redirection during this stage will not interrupt ongoing content delivery sessions, which we will cover in Section V. The second stage runs in $O(m^2n)$ ($m$ iterations at line 5, $O(m)$ for line 6 and $O(mn)$ for line 7).

Note that although we assumed each DC has homogeneous servers in Section II, Min-DC-LD does not require such an assumption. The reason is that Min-DC-LD performs request resolution at PoP-to-DC level only, which does not require specific knowledge on each server’s characteristic. Also, Min-DC-LD requires future request volume at PoP nodes as inputs, which needs to be accurately predicted based on historical monitoring results in a CDN. In practice, CDN workload normally follows a regular pattern [4], [28], [29], which is commonly modeled with queuing theory [12], [15]. More simplified approaches (like moving average algorithm) were also employed in related work. In this paper, we do not assume any specific load prediction technique, and consider that request volume is already predicted and provided as input. However, we plan to investigate and enhance Min-DC-LD’s performance under irregular traffic pattern, e.g., unexpected bursts in traffic volume in our future work.

V. PRACTICALITY CONSIDERATIONS

In this section, we discuss some key practicality issues of our energy-aware scheme in modern CDN infrastructures.

A. Energy-Aware Request Resolution and Redirection

In Section I, we mentioned that strategic planning of user-to-DC request resolution is the key in balancing the energy-QoS trade-off. In practice, a CDN infrastructure is managed in a centralized manner, and decisions on request resolution from end-users to DCs are made by the request mapping system (RMS), which is part of the CDN’s central management platform. Traditionally, many factors are considered in the decision-making process to ensure that users experience desired latency, which include network conditions, server utilization and predicted user demand at PoP nodes [11]. After the RMS makes the decision on request resolution, it issues corresponding instructions to DNS units that are distributed across ISP domains [11]. The above process is performed regularly, so that all DNS units can always receive up-to-date user-to-DC mapping information. With this information, when a user request reaches its local DNS unit, it can be directed to its designated DC for efficient content delivery.

To realize energy-aware request resolution, the RMS needs to take energy saving into account during the above decision-making process. Specifically, instead of following the traditional QoS-oriented approach, the RMS can execute the Min-DC-LD algorithm to determine the designated DCs of each end-user’s content request. As described in Section IV, our algorithm is able to make request resolution decisions under the strategy of shutting down as many DCs as possible while respecting QoS constraints. Realizing energy awareness in the RMS also needs changes to be made to CDN infrastructure,
such as modifying the RMS’s components to execute our algorithm and deploying controllers to DCs to perform shutdown and startup operations. Interested readers are referred to [30] for more details.

For each DC that is marked by the RMS eligible for shutdown, the following actions need to be done by the RMS. Firstly, it needs to ensure that no upcoming new request is mapped to the DC. Secondly, regarding the ongoing content delivery sessions on the DC, the operator has the options of either waiting for them to finish or redirecting them to alternative DCs. The RMS realizes these actions through issuing updated request resolution instructions (according to Min-DC-LD’s output) to distributed DNS units in the CDN beforehand. Through these actions, a DC will have become fully idle before it is shut down, which avoids extra user-experienced delay incurred by DC on/off state transition.

Recall from Section II that besides DC shutdown, we also consider each DC to be able to automatically put its idle servers to the sleep mode. In this circumstance, some ongoing content delivery sessions may need to redirected to alternative servers within the same DC. Such redirection can be achieved seamlessly by modern DC’s internal load balancing mechanism, which instructs alternative servers to serve content requests on behalf of the server that is going to sleep. This technique is widely adopted in modern DCs [11].

B. Server Sleeping and DC Shutdown

When saving CDN energy through server sleeping and DC shutdown, CDN operators often have the concerns over whether provisioning fewer active servers and DCs will deteriorate CDN performance. Specifically, the concerns are mainly over the overhead/complexity of powering on/off servers and DCs in terms of operational costs and the trade-off in QoS.

Firstly, putting idle servers in the sleep mode has become a common practice in energy efficient DCs, especially during off-peak hours. Modern servers with industry-standard energy efficiency can be put to sleep or powered on within several minutes [4]. However, there are a number of issues that need attention. Firstly, to cope with sudden increase in user demand, it is common for DC operators to keep a small pool of idle servers active in the DC. Furthermore, frequently turning on/off a server should be avoided since it can cause wear-and-tear effect on its hardware, which negatively affects its reliability. Since CDN workload normally follows a regular pattern, it is relatively easy to predict future user demand and accordingly plan the provisioning of active servers.

Secondly, although DC shutdown is a new strategy in CDN energy saving, it is not uncommon in the DC industry. For example, a DC operator can shut down a DC for maintenance purpose or during power outage. In practice, there is a checklist that needs to be carefully followed when starting up or shutting down a DC to avoid any service outage. Such a checklist is complicated and DC specific, since different DCs have different layout, hardware type and server virtualization level etc. Typically, it takes around 30 minutes or less to fully shut down or start up a DC [31]. This makes DC shutdown suitable for energy-saving purpose. However, frequent DC shutdown operations are not practically feasible due to the time duration it takes. Furthermore, too-often on/off state transitions will cause wear-and-tear on servers and other DC hardware components. Therefore, it is desired to limit the number of DC shutdown operations to e.g., maximum once per day.

Overall, both server sleeping and DC shutdown are practical energy-saving techniques in modern CDNs. Recall that normal CDN workload follows a regular pattern every 24 hours, which enables a daily off-peak “window” for DC shutdown. Therefore, as long as the frequency and duration of shutdown events are carefully orchestrated, and that future user request volume are accurately predicted, the overhead of server sleeping and DC shutdown operations can be limited to a low level.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the energy-saving and QoS performances of Min-DC-LD. Two reference schemes are used. Firstly, LB(P) is used to assess Min-DC-LD’s efficiency (i.e., close to optimal) in energy saving. Secondly, we use the scheme Min-Dist as a benchmark to examine our scheme’s energy-saving gain and its trade-off in QoS performance. Min-Dist aims to save energy through server sleeping within DCs, but not via DC shutdown. While resolving requests in a localized manner for optimized QoS, Min-Dist reflects the state-of-the-art in CDN energy saving [4]. To suit our needs of modeling DC servers’ and cooling system’s energy consumption, we developed a standalone CDN simulator with Java and implemented the three schemes above.

A. Experimental Setup

1) CDN Topology: We use the real topologies from GEANT [32] and Internet2 [33] networks, which are two interconnected autonomous domains in Europe and U.S. respectively. Altogether, there are 34 PoP nodes that are distributed over Europe (25 nodes) and U.S. (9 nodes). We take each PoP’s time zone into account—Europe covers the time zones from UTC to UTC+2, and U.S. covers UTC-8 to UTC-5. Overall, 9 DCs are deployed in the CDN (5 in GEANT and 4 in Internet2), which is typical considering geographical areas and population of the two domains [34]. According to the conventional CDN DC deployment strategy [14], these 9 DCs are deployed within proximity to the 9 PoP nodes whose associated cities have the highest local populations.

2) Workload Information: We use the web traffic trace from ClarkNet (an ISP covering Washington DC metro area) [35], which is very similar to other traces that appeared in recent publications [4], [5], [10]. The trace covers 7 consecutive days and contains all content requests that originated from Washington DC area during the period. Recall from Section II that we only optimize energy consumption of surrogate DCs, which contain copies of popular content objects only. In the ClarkNet trace, 49.7% of the content objects are considered as popular ones (having been requested by more than once), which contributed to 99.1% of the total request volume. Request volumes are averaged over disjoint 1-hour periods.
In our experiments, the ClarkNet trace is approximated and applied to all PoP nodes according to the following approach. Firstly, we assume that end-users at all PoP nodes initiate content requests by following the same pattern. Such an assumption is based on observations in the literature [4], [36]. Afterwards, the number of requests at each PoP node is approximated by applying a PoP-specific scaling factor to the request volume in the trace, which is proportional to each PoP’s local population. This is necessary since the population associated to each PoP, which affects its request volume, varies substantially in reality [37]. The resulted traffic trace is shown in Fig. 1. Note that we approximate user request volume in Europe and U.S. separately, where a time zone difference of 5 to 10 hours is present between them. As a result, their peak and off-peak hours are experienced at different time everyday, which needs to be taken into account during the joint energy optimization.

3) Experimental Scenarios: To reflect realistic CDN operational environments, we consider the following scenarios:

- **Over-provisioning ratio** refers to the ratio of total provisioned server capacity over required capacity to handle user requests at peak hours. The ratios of 1 : 1 and 2 : 1 are considered in our experiments. A ratio of 1 : 1 means that DCs in each domain have the service capacities that exactly match peak user demand in that domain, while a ratio of 2 : 1 means that half of the servers in each domain are needed to handle its peak user demand.

- **PUE**: Considering the variation in PUE values in the global DC industry [8], [18], we use the PUEs of 1.5, 2, and 3 in our experiments. The scenario with PUE of 1.5 describes some exceptionally energy efficient DCs, and the PUEs of 2 and 3 should be able to reflect typical DCs that are currently hosting CDN servers.

- **Outdoor air temperature**: we consider the temperatures of 50 °F (10 °C) and 85 °F (29.4 °C), which represent typical air temperatures in cold and hot areas respectively.

Through these settings, we will evaluate air temperature’s effect on our schemes’ energy-saving performance.

4) Parameters: The parameters’ values in the problem formulation are specified as follows.

In (1), service capability \( Y_i \) of each DC \( i \) is determined as below. Firstly, we calculate the peak aggregated request volume within each domain. Secondly, different over-provisioning ratios are applied to calculate the total provisioned server capability in each domain, which is then evenly distributed among its DCs. Under 1 : 1 over-provisioning ratio, each DC in Europe and US has the capability of 25939 and 32727 request/s respectively.

In (3), \( P_{peak}^{i,serv} \) and \( P_{peak}^{i,slp} \) for each DC \( i \) are respectively set to be 92 Watts and 5 Watts multiplied by the number of servers in DC \( i \) [4]. Each DC \( i \)’s number of servers is calculated by dividing its service capability by 12 request/s (typical capacity of modern servers [12], [15]). Under 1 : 1 over-provisioning ratio, there are 2162 and 2728 servers within each DC in Europe and US respectively. Such a figure matches typical CDN server deployment scenario nowadays [4].

In (4), \( A \), \( B \), and \( C \) are determined by regression equations in [9] based on DC’s indoor and outdoor dry bulb temperature. Note that we do not consider different indoor temperature, since it is normally set by e.g., ASHRAE recommendations [38]. \( P_{peak}^{i,cool} \) is calculated with respect to \( P_{peak}^{i,serv} \) through PUE based on (5).

B. Energy-Saving Performance

In this subsection, we evaluate the energy-saving performances of LB(P) and Min-DC-LD, which are compared against the reference scheme Min-Dist. We first evaluate Min-DC-LD’s efficiency as a heuristic through assessing the gap between LB(P)’s and its results. As plotted in Fig. 2 with 99.7-percentile results, the gaps between the two schemes are shown to be small in all scenarios. Specifically, their gap is always less than 14.5% and 21.7% under 1 : 1 and 2 : 1 over-provisioning settings respectively, while the median is up to 8.2% and 11.7% under the two settings. Since the optimal objective of (P) is bound to be between LB(P) and Min-DC-LD’s results, the implications of these results are two-fold. Firstly, LB(P) is sufficiently close to its optimal objective value, which means it can be used as an effective benchmark to evaluate other algorithms’ performances. Secondly, Min-DC-LD’s energy-saving gain over
Next, we evaluate Min-DC-LD’s energy-saving gain over Min-Dist. The results of overall DC energy consumption per hour are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively, and Min-DC-LD’s 99.7-percentile energy-saving gain is plotted in Fig. 5. For now, we present the results under air temperature of 85°F.

Firstly, under 1 : 1 over-provisioning ratio, Min-DC-LD was able to achieve an energy-saving gain of up to 47.1% over Min-Dist during off-peak hours. However, during peak hours, Min-DC-LD’s advantage over Min-Dist was limited. The reason is that Min-DC-LD’s energy saving gain relies on shutting down the idle DCs whose loads are shifted to alternative DCs. However, during peak hours, all DCs were heavily utilized due to 1 : 1 over-provisioning. Hence, it was unlikely that any DC was able to become idle and get shut down, which eliminated Min-DC-LD’s advantage over Min-Dist. This is within our expectation, because during a CDN’s peak hours, it is of higher priority to guarantee QoS in e.g., service availability and end-to-end delay, which requires more active servers and DCs to be provisioned.

Secondly, under 2 : 1 over-provisioning ratio, Min-DC-LD was able to create more opportunities of DC shutdown due to more spare server resources provisioned in the CDN. As a result, it produced significant energy-saving gains over Min-Dist during both peak and off-peak hours. Specifically, the gains were 10.1% to 36% with PUE of 1.5, and 28.6% to 62.1% with PUE of 3. These results have shown Min-DC-LD’s capability of saving DC energy through exploiting spare server resources and shutting down idle DCs.

A common observation under both scenarios above is that Min-DC-LD’s achieved a higher energy-saving gain as PUE increased. Recall that the higher PUE is, the higher proportion that cooling system contributes to the overall DC energy consumption. Therefore, the DC shutdown technique is able to save more energy on cooling systems when PUE is higher (indicating poorer DC energy efficiency). Such an observation has important practical implications. For modern DCs with average PUEs of 2 to 3, the techniques of server sleeping and DC shutdown must be employed together to achieve...
maximum energy saving. However, for DCs which have higher energy efficiency (with PUE of 1.5 or lower), the benefit of DC shutdown depends on how much spare server resource is provisioned in that CDN. If a conservative over-provisioning policy is employed, the extra energy saving that DC shutdown can achieve over server sleeping will be limited.

We further examine the number of DCs that Min-DC-LD is able to shut down with respect to different request volume during the trace, which is shown in Table I. Under 1 : 1 over-provisioning setting, for 48.5% of the time during the 7-day trace, Min-DC-LD was able to shut down at least four DCs. Moreover, for 99.5% of the time, at least one DC was shut down. Under 2 : 1 over-provisioning ratio, Min-DC-LD was able to shut down at least five DCs for 94.8% of the time. These results complement our earlier inference that given the same request volume, the more spare server resources that are provisioned in a CDN (i.e., higher over-provisioning ratio), the higher energy-saving gain that Min-DC-LD will be able to achieve. Note that PUE does not affect the results here, since in GEANT and Internet2 networks, each link’s weight is linearly proportional to its actual end-to-end delay [32], [33]. In this paper, we use IGP link weight to represent network distance that a request travels between its source PoP and its designated DC [26]. In contrast, Min-DC-LD’s end-to-end delay was improved due to more server resources available. In contrast, Min-DC-LD produced poorer end-to-end delay due to request redirection, whose values were 125 ms, 67 ms, 11% and 11% respectively. Under 1 : 1 over-provisioning setting, the highest end-to-end delay performance met the need of typical real-time web applications (125–150 ms [27]). Secondly, when all domains were in off-peak hours, since during off-peak hours, more idle servers exist and more opportunities for request concentration and DC shutdown are created. As a result, more request redirection takes place for load unbalancing, which leads to higher network distances traveled. Moreover, higher over-provisioning ratio also implies more idle servers, which explains the observations here.

C. QoS Performance

In this subsection, we evaluate the QoS performance of Min-DC-LD with respect to Min-Dist as a reference scheme. We use two metrics: 1) end-to-end delay experienced by content requests; and 2) server response time in DCs.

1) End-to-End Delay: Under both Min-DC-LD and Min-Dist, all requests are resolved within the local domain as their source PoP nodes. Therefore, a request’s end-to-end delay can be approximated to be proportional to the network distance that it travels between its source PoP and its designated DC [26]. In this paper, we use IGP link weight to represent network distance since in GEANT and Internet2 networks, each link’s weight is linearly proportional to its actual end-to-end delay [32], [33]. First, Min-Dist can achieve optimal end-to-end delay since it resolves all content requests in a localized manner [4]. Second, Min-DC-LD incurs extra network distance traveled by requests, as it redirects a subset of requests to alternative local-domain DCs to save more energy.

To evaluate Min-DC-LD’s trade-off in network distance, we picked four snapshots in the trace (shown in Table II) that are representative in user activity variation at each domain. For now, we do not limit the maximum network distance traveled by requests in Min-DC-LD. Within each scenario, we statistically analyzed and compared the network distances traveled by each request under Min-DC-LD and Min-Dist respectively. The 99.7-percentile results are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 under 1 : 1 and 2 : 1 over-provisioning settings respectively. Note that we ignore the outliers in Figs. 6 and 7 since they represent less than 0.001% of all requests.

It is observed from Figs. 6 and 7 that Min-DC-LD’s network distance results were up to 2.4 and 8 times of Min-Dist’s under 1 : 1 and 2 : 1 over-provisioning settings respectively. The gap between the two schemes’ results became larger as more domains were in off-peak hours, since during off-peak hours, more idle servers exist and more opportunities for request concentration and DC shutdown are created. As a result, more request redirection takes place for load unbalancing, which leads to higher network distances traveled. Moreover, higher over-provisioning ratio also implies more idle servers, which explains the observations here.

We now quantitatively evaluate Min-DC-LD’s end-to-end delay performance. Recall from earlier this section that a link’s network distance (or weight) is linearly proportional to its latency. Based on [10], an intra-domain link with weight of 300 or 500 has the latency of 10–15 ms or 20 ms respectively. Hence, we constructed a linear relationship between a network path’s distance and its end-to-end delay with these data, which was used to estimate the delay experienced by requests.

The results above have practical implications. Firstly, when at least one domain was not in off-peak hours, Min-DC-LD’s delay performance met the need of typical real-time web applications (125–150 ms [27]). Secondly, when all domains were in off-peak hours (scenario #3), although aggressive energy saving through DC shutdown obtained near-optimal energy reduction,
the resulting QoS barely met 150 ms. Therefore, under these circumstances, energy saving will need to be compromised so that the CDN’s delay performance can meet requirements by CDN-hosted web applications. To quantify such trade-off, we performed experiments on Min-DC-LD by specifying a range of \( \text{max}_\text{dist} \) parameters and assessed the respective trade-off in its energy-saving gain. The results are shown in Fig. 8(a).

According to Fig. 8(a), to guarantee an end-to-end delay of 30 ms for latency-sensitive web applications (where \( \text{max}_\text{dist} \) is set to 800), Min-DC-LD’s maximum energy-saving gain was reduced from 51.1% to 20%. However, by limiting \( \text{max}_\text{dist} \) to 3750 for an up-to-150 ms latency, Min-DC-LD was able to achieve near-optimal energy saving. The results in Fig. 8(a) provide practical guidelines on balancing energy-QoS trade-off with respect to latency requirements of different web applications.

2) Server Response Time: Typically, the server behavior in a DC can be modeled by an M/M/1 queue where request arrival follows Poisson distribution [12], [39]. Hence, the average server response time can be calculated by Little’s Law of \( 1/\mu(1 - \rho) \), where \( \mu \) and \( \rho \) are the server’s service rate and utilization respectively. Recall from our experimental setup that each server has a service rate of 12 req/s.

Under both Min-DC-LD and Min-Dist, to maximize server energy saving, each DC concentrates its load to the fewest active servers and put the remaining ones to sleep. Therefore, all servers will be utilized to the greatest extent that is allowed by the DC operator. On one hand, a server’s response time is negatively correlated to its utilization. On the other hand, higher server utilization implies more energy saving gain, since DC loads can be handled by fewer servers. Hence, we investigate the trade-off between allowed server utilization and energy
saving gain in this part. Due to pagination limits, we only discuss the scenario of 2:1 over-provisioning and PUE = 2.

Firstly, through setting different values of maximum server utilization in our simulator, we obtain the 99.7-percentile results on energy saving gains as in Fig. 8(b). Note that setting maximum server utilization to 1.0 gives the upper bound on energy saving gain, which is hard to achieve in practice since it would cause poor response time. Secondly, we calculate server response time with a set of typical server utilization values between 0.5 and 0.95 [12], which is shown in Fig. 8(c). Note that we normalize the results with respect to the response time given by 85% server utilization. The reason is that we observed in the simulation that under 2:1 over-provisioning setup and Min-Dist scheme, the peak DC utilization is 60% in Europe and 85% in U.S. Hence, a server utilization of 85% leads to the worst-case (i.e., upper bound) response time without server sleeping in our simulation scenario.

It is directly observed from Fig. 8(b) and (c) that at 85% server utilization limit, the maximum energy saving gain is 8.5% less than the upper bound. The trade-off in median energy saving gain is 6.2%. If we set a higher server utilization limit (e.g., 95%), despite the response time becoming 3 times higher than under 85%, there would be hardly any increase in median energy saving gain. In contrast, if we set the server utilization limit to 70%, we can reduce the response time by half without sacrificing any energy saving performance. Furthermore, limiting server utilization to any point below 70% will not lead to significantly-better response time, but it will cost a considerable amount of energy saving.

### D. Request Resolution Strategy

In this subsection, with respect to the four snapshot scenarios mentioned above, we examine more details on how content requests were resolved to DCs in each domain to realize the DC shutdown, which will help us better understand the trade-off between energy saving and QoS performance. The results under 2:1 over-provisioning setting are shown in Table III.

Firstly, it can be inferred that LB(P)’s strategy was to concentrate request resolution to as few DCs as possible. Moreover, it preferred mapping requests to DCs with lower load capability first (European DCs in this study). In scenarios #1, #3, and #4, no active DC was provisioned in US. Such strategies contributed to LB(P)’s advantage in energy-saving performance. However, its disadvantages are intuitive as well - requests from PoP nodes in US had to be resolved to DCs in Europe, which would lead to deteriorated end-to-end QoS.

Min-DC-LD’s total number of active DCs was similar to LB(P)’s. Within each domain, Min-DC-LD always provisioned as few number of DCs as possible with respect to its present request volume. In other words, when a domain is in off-peak hour, it will still have at least one active DC. Although such a strategy introduces gap between LB(P)’s and its energy-saving gain, it has important practical implications. Firstly, unlike LB(P)’s strategy, it enables all requests to be resolved within local domain, which is crucial in assuring QoS performance. Secondly, in case a spike in request volume occurs, it would be useful for a domain to have at least one active DC to absorb the load surge while more DCs are being powered up.

## VII. RELATED WORK

Improving CDN content delivery efficiency is a traditional research topic, which involves strategic management of request resolution [12], [15], [34] and content cache placement [28], [40]. Since a few years ago, the topic of CDN’s energy efficiency (especially on servers and DCs) started to emerge. Regarding saving energy in individual DCs, there has been a significant number of research work [3], [19], [39], [41], on which a comprehensive survey is available in [42]. In this section, we focus on the research that is related to saving energy costs among multiple DCs in a CDN.

So far, most work on CDN energy saving focused on the server part of DCs. Existing schemes can be generally divided into two categories based on their definitions of the term “energy cost” in Dollars or Joules/kWh. In both cases, energy cost reduction is achieved through strategic user-to-DC request resolution under different policies, so that utilization among multiple DCs are coordinated towards the objective of overall
energy reduction. Our work falls into the second category as we optimize energy in kWh.

In the first category, Qureshi et al. [26] proposed that CDN energy bill can be reduced through exploiting the diversity in electricity prices at different geographical areas. The idea was to resolve requests to DC sites where local electricity prices are cheaper, so that lower energy bill is incurred under the same amount of DC load. A similar approach as [26] was employed by Rao et al. in [43]. Later, a distributed version of the above strategy was developed by Xu et al. In [44], Liu et al. considered the possibility of using green renewable energy in some areas when performing request resolution. We did not compare our scheme against these work, since a cheaper electricity bill does not necessarily indicate less energy consumption and vice versa.

In the second category, Islam et al. [45] discussed the strategy of using less surrogate servers to resolve user requests in a CDN. Chiaraviglio et al. [46] developed a formulation that jointly optimizes energy consumption of CDN servers and ISP networking elements. However, such a scheme requires full information sharing between CDN operator and ISP, which is usually not realistic. Mathew et al. [4] developed offline and online algorithms to maximize CDN server energy reduction, which considered service availability and wear-and-tear on hardware caused by on/off state transitions. The algorithm in [4] was implemented in our experiments as the reference scheme Min-Dist. Gao et al. [5] developed exact and approximation algorithms to optimize the trade-off between CO2 emission footprint and QoS in terms of latency. In these schemes, only servers’ energy consumption was optimized in these schemes. In contrast, our scheme optimized both servers’ and cooling systems’ energy simultaneously. Furthermore, our work explicitly considered cross-domain CDNs, which made our study on energy-QoS trade-off more realistic as modern CDNs often covers multiple ISP domains.

Mathew et al. [10] studied the strategy of shutting down entire server clusters in DCs to save overall (server and cooling) energy costs, which stated that a cluster’s cooling energy consumption can be eliminated when it is shut down. However, existing server sleeping schemes were not taken into account. In contrast, our work exploited both options of server sleeping and DC shutdown, which created more energy-saving opportunities. Furthermore, while only U.S. mainland was considered in [10], we studied cross-domain CDNs through considering time-zone difference and inter-domain traffic reduction, which had more practical implications.

### VIII. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated the joint optimization problem of cross-domain CDN’s overall energy consumption, which included both server infrastructures and cooling systems among distributed DCs. We employed both strategies of server sleeping and DC shutdown, which were realized by our heuristic algorithm Min-DC-LD through concentrating request resolution to fewer DCs. QoS constraints were enforced in Min-DC-LD to ensure 100% service availability and that it meets end-to-end delay requirements. Through simulations under realistic scenarios, Min-DC-LD was able to achieve an energy-saving gain of up to 62.1% over Min-Dist (a server-sleeping-only scheme). These results were guaranteed to be near-optimal through our derived lower bound. We also studied the trade-off between energy saving gain and 1) end-to-end delay and 2) response time respectively, and showed that our scheme can balance the energy-QoS trade-off in a flexible manner. Considering our algorithm’s practicality and low complexity, it is practical to integrate our scheme in modern CDN’s request mapping system to realize energy-aware request resolution.
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